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I’m a loner for a reason. I don’t have much in the way of social skills. I’d rather sit on my deck and watch
the sunset than hit a tavern with coworkers. My idea of grooming is to trim my beard with a straight blade
when it hits my collarbone. I can’t put two words together in the company of a pretty woman…and they
don’t come much prettier than wolf-shifter Madison Thorne.

She’s everything I’m not—outgoing, easy on the eyes, and sweet. There’s no way I’m convincing her to
come home with me. Fortunately I don’t have to. Maddie seems to like my gruff, unpolished self. At least,
she likes me enough for one night.

The problem is getting her to stay forever.
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From Reader Review Does a Bear Shift in the Woods for online
ebook

Talltree says

Highly readable small town PNR novella with a lumbersexual bear-shifter H and submissive wolf-shifter h.
Both of them have some baggage but they soon get over it and have a HEA. The HEA part seemed a bit
abrupt and this story could have really used an epilogue.

This series gave me unalloyed enjoyment, the H's were really like bears gruff, growly and reclusive. It was a
refreshing difference from the pack mentality and power plays seen in other shifter books like wolves,
dragons etc. It was nice that the novellas were character driven and concentrated on the romance without also
drafting in some unnecessary suspense/thriller stuff that so many PNRs do.

Hope Ruby Dixon continues surprising us in other romance sub-genres - after MC-romances, SFR and PNR,
I'm curious whats next!

Dino-Jess ✮ The Book Eating Dinosaur ✮ says

 

"In the old days, I could just drag her off an no one would bat an eye. She's got my scent on her
and that's enough to keep the predators away today, but when it wears off, the other shifters in
this area will be beating a path to her door, and some of them are going to know what they're
doing with this wooing business."

CHANCE IS IN MY MAN DUNGEON.

He actually did the cave man thing. He was the strong, quiet, brooding sort. And he had a beard. *faints*

So hot. Bangity bang.

I wish this one was longer, that ending seemed to come out of nowhere. I need MORE.

Love you Ruby Dixon.

4 i-brought-you-some-venison Stars

CC says

[(raw meat is not my thing) (hide spoiler)]



Gi's Spot Reviews says

4.25 Stars
Review to come...

Sabrina says

3 'After we have sex' Stars

Hoo boy this was another hot one! Maddie, a submissive wolf shifter, new to town, and Chase the reclusive
were-bear sure were steaming up these pages. I loved the smexy times and it was one of the hotter books
from the series. I did enjoy the story but it could have used a little more. I didn't understand the sudden
change from Chase so it lowered my rating some. Still a good series that I recommend for anyone looking
for a quick, sexy read.

Daniella says

Hmmm. The hero was a straight up asshole until the 45-50% marker, but he totally redeemed himself by the
end of the book. I found his naivete kind of cute, especially when he got a little desperate to make the
heroine happy. The h, on the other hand, I found stupid and inconsistent. One moment, she was a cool, strong
woman, and the next, she was a pushover with feather for brains.

I didn't care for the light BDSM play, too. Not a fan, sorry. But yeah, overall, it's a flat 3.0 star rating for me,
which means that I liked it but I didn't love it.

Monty Cupcake ? Queen of Bloodshed ? says

This was my favorite book out of the 4. Why? Because Chance is so inept and clueless at women. I love his
ideas and attempts at wooing Maddie, they made me laugh. I'm not into the bdsm thing, but this was super
light, so it didn't annoy me.

Yay for Ruby Dixon books. Now where are some more?

XxTainaxX says

Chance and Madison are kinky as hell and I loved every second of it. Maddy is a submissive and Chance hits
all the right buttons with his alpha tendencies. Their beginning is abrupt but full of super sexy moments. The
gun shy Maddy decides to turn away from the feelings after some poorly made comments from the
previously anti-mating Chance but things get resolved eventually. I absolutely LOVED the gesture Chance



makes at the spa. I totally melted. All in all a super cute OTT insta love story. Safety: No OW/OM/Sharing
after they meet and get together. Neither are Vs. No condoms. No rape/abuse. There is pushing away.

Sophia Triad says

Book 4 in Bear Bites.
And this was definitely my favourite out of the four books.
It is fast paced. The events take place in less than two days.
Chance is the perfect unpolished grumpy dirty-talker dominant werebear.
Maddie is the cutest feisty playful submissive werewolf.
In the end the big bad bear wil eat the little wolf.

Jilly says

I could have possibly liked this because of how completely clueless the guy was in how to romance a girl. He
thought that bringing her a dead deer body was a sweet gesture. That's cute! But, then our clueless guy
suddenly has complete knowledge of a dom/sub relationship? Really? He realizes his girl is a submissive and
that he needs to "take care of those needs" like a good dominant. *sigh*

Can't we just have funny bear smut? Why does every series think there needs to be some 50 Shades crap
included? Bear smut can stand on its own four paws without having to drag out that old tired trope!

Maya says

Another quick read from this series. I'm not sure which one I liked more, the first or this last book, hmm.
Both had great characters (main and secondary) and plot but I think this one wins because of Chance's alpha
personality. Yummy!

If I'm honest, the first time Madison sees Chance I was like, 'OK, not sure what she sees in him'. He was all
filthy from his work and didn't look so sexy at that time. Thankfully, she and her friends made a deal to do a
make over for the next person that walks into the bar. And of course, that person was Chance and if we are
brutally honest here, he needed that make over, pronto! Not that I'd ever say that to his face, I'm not suicidal.

What happened next left me quite shocked. Chance agreed to the make over but under one condition. You



see, he's more of a doer than talker. So, what happened next was actually quite hot, I loved when he got all
alpha. He just threw Madison over his shoulder to take her home and the in morning she could do whatever
she wanted with his hair. Easy peasy, right?

All I can say is that for a bear who didn't believe in mates and for a lone wolf who wanted it all, they fell
hard and fast. Also, I loved their funny moments, especially Chance's courtship. As the saying goes 'Love
goes through the stomach'. ;)

I lick my lips and stare at the dead deer on the floor. It looks obscenely out of place in the chi-chi spa.

All in all is this story great for a quick read. :D

Safety-gang: Safe. (view spoiler)

Sh3lly (grumpybookgrrrl.com) says

So this is definitely an "it's me not you" review. I just can't get into the dom/sub thing. This one has lots of
that "play" in it and the sexy factor just oozes away ... it's VERY rare that it works for me. I did not know
that the smut in this one was focused on that. It does absolutely nothing for me. Sigh.

So, overall, my favorites were #1 and #2. These shorts are a fun and sexy interlude from the Ice Planet
Barbarian series. The bear shifters are totally hot. I just didn't like the "Daddy play" in book 3 or the dom/sub
thing in this one. :(

Cole is my favorite, from (I gave it 4 stars).

Jacqueline's Reads says

It was a cute read. I read the first chapter as an excerpt from another book and I really liked it. It's a super
short and sweet smut-ish shifter book. I say smutish because there is some steam, but usually in smutty
books it's throughout the book and this one was just had one part. Easy read, hit the right spot.

**READ ON KINDLE UNLIMITED

Jabberwocky says

[No (hide spoiler)]



Barbara? says

Well, this one was certainly hot! I think overall, it was probably my least favorite. I know, I know, I'm
probably in the minority here. It was definitely a smut fest lol. I was looking for just a little more story with
these two. I wanted more...something.

I think Chance had the potential to be my favorite type of hero, OTT possessive. He was an asshole though,
to start with. I was just starting to get annoyed with him then he brought Maddie his "gift" and got his head
out of his ass. I liked the fact Maddie wasn't willing to stay with him if he couldn't be what she needed.

I have totally enjoyed this series. I would love to see it continue *hint, hint.


